The End Of Cinematics: Critical Comments•On Mikel Rouse“A composer many believe to be the best of his generation.” (The New York Times)“Mikel Rouse is one of those young creative spirits forever on the alert for new ways of telling stories…. Rouse’s approach is always unconventional, with its blend of pop music, minimalism, poetry, psychology, and layered sounds pushing the notion of contemporary performance art into new forms.” (The West Australian)The songs have a lush pop music texture (some have noticed a seeming Rouse influence on Beck). The melodies are immediate but complexly structured like poetry; his beautiful lyrics are highly musical in tone and rhythm. There is always a bite to Rouse's music in its layered richness, but there is also a melodic sweetness that comes from the subtle absorption of hymn tune into the texture. (LA Times)•For Failing Kansas“The best major work I’ve seen by someone of the new generation.” (Village Voice)“Erase your images of opera. This is a multimedia experience that shatters the boundaries of conventional thinking. The piece is riveting.” (UPI/United Press International)“Rouse’s narrative transforms into an amazing, hypnotizing instrument of rhythm.” (St. Louis Post-Dispatch)“What makes Rouse’s music so fascinating is that it completely merges speech and song into a rich overlay of textures. The songs have a lush pop music texture…the melodies are immediate but complexly structured like poetry; his beautiful lyrics are highly musical in tone and rhythm. There is always a bite to Rouse’s music in its layered richness, but there is also a melodic sweetness that comes from the subtle absorption of hymn tune into the texture. (Los Angeles Times)“Failing Kansas makes us think and try to feel as we never have felt. And it does so with music as memorable as the best pop, but better made. This is a profound and considerable achievement.” (Los Angeles Times)•For Dennis Cleveland“The most exciting and innovative new opera since Einstein on the Beach.” (Village Voice)“The idea is an inspired one and Rouse has fashioned a stunning 90-minute musical drama out of it.” (New York Magazine)“I know of nothing that has this combination: the compositional intelligence of the best of New York’s downtown avant-garde, the musical means of a rock band, and the ability to transform the sleaziest side of popular culture into near-Wagnerian exaltation.” (Los Angeles Times)“Rouse’s music is gripping and hypnotic, alternating singing with sing-songy recitation and blending rock classical, and African elements.” (Toronto Globe and Mail)“Of all new music composers, only Rouse is at home enough in the world of mass media to have had the chutzpah to engineer the first operatic talk show, with singers in the audience, choreographed cameramen, and an audience watching itself on video.” (Time Out Magazine)•For The End Of Cinematics“..compelling and vivid, with some gorgeous stage pictures…” (The Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette)
